off the shelf

off the shelf
Resene
Carpe Diem

fabulously French >

< garden wings

Just landed, this superb 19th century
Italian fall-front bureau secretaire with

Inject a flight of fancy into your garden

original polychrome decoration

setting with gorgeous copper butterflies,
gift-wrapped in packs of five

09 524 6949
www.frenchantiques.co.nz

Resene
Gargoyle

0800 331 333

Resene
Bardot

old-style
new sounds >

< beauty underfoot

Is it a wireless? No, it’s a radio/CD
player! All the mod-cons in a

Another high-quality carpet collection

fabulously retro package

created to complement modern and

09 358 2726

traditional homes alike

www.thelimit.co.nz

Available from Cavalier Bremworth
stockists
www.cavbrem.co.nz

Resene
Sensual Red
Resene
Afficionado

log it

off the shelf

Keep a working log of all aspects
of your home ownership and a
with the Homekeeper Logbook
Available from Resene ColorShops

>

comprehensive history of your home

off the planet

Nest chair and Leaf chair – awardwinning furniture, hand-made in
Thailand from eco-friendly materials
021 440 666

Resene
Double Sea Fog

< sitting pretty
Combine the antique aesthetic and
traditional seating comfort with the
quality of modern furniture design
03 384 2999

www.planetfurniture.co.nz

30,!3("!#+3
7ITH A PROFESSIONALLY DEVELOPED
COLOUR RANGE AND AN INTERNATIONALLY
TESTED AND PROVEN PRODUCT
MAKE SURE YOU TALK TO EXPERTS
IN DECORATIVE GLASS AND GLAZING

www.kovacs.co.nz

Resene
Endorphin
!UCKLAND s "AY OF 0LENTY s 7ELLINGTON s .ELSON
#HRISTCHURCH s $UNEDIN s 3OUTHLAND
&REEPHONE   WWWGRAPHICGLASSCONZ
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advertising feature

off the shelf
Resene
Spanish White

Resene
Buffalo

gala time >
Understated opulence from

>

shoo fly

designer Ulf Moritz in the Crush Gala

How’s this for a new way to

wallpaper collection, complete with

minimise fly-spots? Discourage flies

elegant crinkled effects, subtle botanical

from resting on your paint with

images and striking Indian paisleys

Resene SpaceCote Flat fly deterrent

www.pacwall.co.nz

Available from Resene ColorShops

View at Resene ColorShops (NZ only)

soak up the sun
Where the sun-lounger meets leading-edge design – take in the outdoors in style
09 358 2726

www.thelimit.co.nz

A5 Smeg 150cm 90 x 60 freestanding oven

Resene
Nero

Resene
Wazzup

>

get washing

Introducing the sleek Italian
specialist in low-noise, highpowered cleaning in the kitchen
Available from good appliance
stockists
www.smeg.co.nz

places laid >
What are the best-dressed tables
wearing? The Sufi collection
from Ladelle, of course
www.ladelle.com.au

Smeg has a long-standing reputation for significant and ongoing
investment into research and design. This comes through loud and
clear in its freestanding ovens.
Not all ovens are created equal. While most modern models

Both ovens have eight functions each, which includes fan

feature similar functions, it is their styling, performance

forced. The auxiliary oven also has a pizza function and includes

and technology that put Italian Smeg ovens ahead of their

a pizza stone and shovel as accessories.

competition.

Under the heavy-duty trivets on the cooktop, the seven gas

The company offers more than 15 freestanding ovens, in sizes

burners are lit by automatic electronic ignition. They include

the bathroom book >

ranging from 60cm to 150cm wide, topped with induction,

two high-joule wok burners, a semi-rapid and a rapid burner,

gas or electric cooktops. There are appliances tailor-made

two auxiliary burners and a fish burner.

Fresh onto the shelves is the latest

for apartments and small households at one end of the scale,

edition of the Mico Bathrooms

and models designed for full-on entertaining at the other.

The Bathroom Book. It features a

All boast Smeg’s sleek European design and highly advanced

range of modern bathrooms and

technology.

state-of-the-art bathroomware

At the head of the range is the Smeg A5 double oven. Finished

0800 844 448

in stainless steel, its two cooking cavities are 90cm and 60cm

www.mico.co.nz

wide respectively. Their doors are triple glazed, making them

Resene
Breakwater
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heated discussion

Practical function aside, Smeg also stands behind the quality
of its appliances. The A5 is delivered with a two-year warranty
on parts and labour, valid from the date of purchase.
Smeg’s ovens are available in New Zealand from Kitchen’
Things, G2 and Betta Electrical stores. For more details, visit
www.smeg.co.nz.

safe to the touch and they are controlled by two electronic
programmable clock/timers.
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